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Abstract—Multimedia streaming among peers are becoming increasingly popular as an alternative communication paradigm to 
transport stored video. Most of the research on Peers Multimedia streaminghas focused on two questions: “how to form a network of 
cooperative peers?” and “how to locate a piece of Multimediacontent in that network?” Most applications in networks exchange files 
among peers (e.g., Napster), the actual delivery of content in a Peers network has received little attention, because it simply requires a 
file transfer between two (or more) peers. How-ever streaming real time multimedia (audio, video)/ Multimedia content in Peers 
networks is a challenging problem because a single peer may not be willing or able to commit sufficient resources (i.e., bandwidth or 
CPU) to stream a multimedia file to another peer.In this paper, we propose a Three Stage-Planning approach such as in Free Stage, 
DecisionStage and Remedy Stage, for live video streaming it enable users to watch a hot live video simultaneously with satisfactory low 
bit rate by using only one streaming server. 
 
Keywords—Napster, Three Stage -Planning approach, Free Stage, Decision Stage, Remedy stage. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In large-scale multimedia streaming among peers has its inherent advantages, the data transmission among peers 

significantly reduces the bandwidth cost of the server, high scalability could then be achieved. Recent reports bring us 
exciting news that the mature commercial Peers system has the power to enable users to watch a hot live video 
simultaneously with satisfactory bit rate (100-300 Kbps) by only one streaming server. In peer to Peer Network adaptive 
video quality could not be achieved by peers under such a layered peers connection to investigate the data Allocating problem 
for layered video streaming in Peers networks. Rather than merely maximizing the throughput and/or minimizing the packet 
delay, which is the key optimization objective in allocating for non layered streaming, more technical challenges need to be 
addressed in the allocating for layered streaming.  

More technical challenges need to be addressed in the allocating for layered streaming. 
                 First, throughput, which reflects the power of the allocation method to transmit data in unit time, is still an 

important metric to evaluate the allocation method. Therefore, maximizing the overlay throughput is still the basic 
requirement for layered streaming system. 

                Second, to ensure high delivery ratio for subscribed layers becomes a key point. In non layered  streaming, 
there’s almost not any difference between high delivery ratio and high throughput, for there’s only one layer .However, it’s 
not the case in layered streaming. For instance, under certain bandwidth, the following two methods can result in the same 
throughput: one is to subscribe many layers but with low delivery ratio for each layer, and the other is to subscribe proper 
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layers but the data in each layer are nearly completely delivered. Thus, how to guarantee high layer delivery ratio becomes a 
challenging issue.  

                Third, in layered coding, the decoding of upper layers depends on the availability of lower layers. If some lower 
layer packets are missing, some packets in the upper layers cannot be correctly decoded, which are called useless packets in 
this project. Even if a layer is completely delivered, some packets in it will become useless if there’re some lower layer 
packets missing. The allocation method should keep the useless packet ratio in a low level. 

                Finally, bandwidth variation is common in today’s Internet. Under such situation, if the node subscribes more 
layers immediately after bandwidth increased, it may have to drop the highest layers after a short while due to the bandwidth 
decreasing. This short-term subscribe-drop pair is called subscription jitter, which not only brings fluctuation in node’s 
quality of service (QoS), but also causes its buffer overflow or underflow. Hence, it should be pre-vented by the data 
allocation scheme. 

To achieve the above four objectives, in this paper, we present Three Stage-Planning approach–our dataallocation model and the 
corresponding strategies to tackle the layered streaming allocating problem in heterogeneous peer-to-peer networks. The origin of 
Layered Multimedia Streaming is based on the following consideration: to achieve high layer delivery ratio and low useless packets 
ratio, proper layers should be subscribed and the absent blocks in sub-scribed layers should be fetched in a reasonable way when the 
blocks are close to their playback time; and to maximize the throughput, the blocks far from their playback time need to be fetched 
as many as possible. In short, different allocation goal should be accomplished based on the data blocks’ playback deadline. Thus, 
in this paper, we first model this allocation problem in each node as a 3-stage problem according to the data blocks’ playback time, 
where each stage has different allocation objective. In the farthest “Free Stage”, the min-cost network flow model is employed for 
data allocation, to achieve high throughput. In the medium “Decision Stage”, we use probability decision mechanism to decide how 
many layers should be subscribed for current window, so as to achieve high delivery ratio and low useless packet ratio. Jitter 
prevention is also taken into account when making decision. The “Remedy Stage” contains the blocks that have the most urgent 
playback time, in which the multi-window remedy mechanism is used to request the minor missed data blocks in the subscribed 
layers. These three stages work independently but collaborate with each other so as to achieve the above four objectives. 

Simulation experiments demonstrate that our approach outperforms other different existing methods in throughput and 
layer delivery ratio; also, it can effectively reduce the useless packet ratio and subscription jitter ratio. The average packet 
delay is kept within reasonable scope. 

II. EXISTING WORKS 
Adding to the complexity of this problem is the  heterogeneities of client networks, which leads to different requirements 

for streaming quality by different peers. For overlay construction part, many related works have paid attention to building 
high-performance overlay for layered streaming, in order to deliver satisfying QoS[9].  With these efforts, the overlay suited 
for layered streaming could be built, which, in turn, provides underlying support for data allocation 

Some other works [4],[5],[6],[7],[8],also take QoS-awareness into account when constructing overlay in which they used 
tree-based,[4],[7],[8] are mesh-based. Although these works are not proposed specially for layered streaming, their key ideas 
are still useful to overlay construction for layered streaming. 

The Methods discussed in the paper are[1],[2],[3].In [1] Employs a Round-Robin method (used in[1] especially designed 
for layered streaming) assigns blocks to each supplier proportionally by weighted round-robin strategy due to the bandwidth 
from the senders. 

In [2] employs a rarest-first strategy as the block scheduling method, and selects suppliers with the most surplus bandwidth 
and enough available time first. 

In [3]uses a purely random strategy to decide what blocks to request from neighbors. 
The basic idea of layered encoding is that a raw video sequence is compressed into some non overlapped streams, or layers. 

The base layer contains the basic data representing the most important features of the video. Additional layers, called 
enhancement layers, contain data that progressively refine the reconstructed video quality. According to the available 
bandwidth, participating peers subscribe a subset of the layers to reconstruct the video with certain quality degradation. 
Obviously, adaptive video quality could be achieved by peers under such a layered encoding scheme. However, if we look 
deep into it, we’ll find that the distinct characteristics of layered coding  (e.g., multilayer feature and layer dependence) also 
causes unique challenges to the data allocating(i.e., requesting and relaying data) for layered streaming. Rather than merely 
maximizing the throughput and/or minimizing the packet delay, which is the key optimization objective in allocating for non 
layered streaming, more technical challenges need to be addressed in theallocating for layered streaming. 

A. Limitations  
To address the limitations of existing works and meet with the requirements brought about by layered coding, in this paper 

effort to go even farther and present the outcome-Layered multimedia streaming over the peers, our data allocation model, and 
the corresponding strategies to tackle the layered streaming allocating problem in heterogeneous peer-to-peer networks. The 
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basic version of Layered multimedia streaming in peers and the start-up experiment results have not been achieved in our 
previous work. 

 
1. Maximizing the overlay throughput is still the basic requirement for layered streaming system. 
2. To ensure high delivery ratio for subscribed layers becomes a key point and a  challenging issue. 
3. Even if a layer is completely delivered, some packets in it will become useless if there’re some lower layer packets 

missing. The allocation method should keep the useless packet ratio in a low level. 
4. subscription jitter, which not only brings fluctuation in node’s quality of service (QoS), but also causes its buffer 

overflow or underflow. Hence, it should be pre-vented by the data allocation scheme. 
5. Live video streaming is not possible in existing system and also causes buffering delay while watching the video. 
6. Adaptive video quality could not be achieved by peers under such a layered encoding scheme. So that think the 

minimum throughput and maximum pocket delay are made. 
7. In existing system, the distinct characteristics of layered coding also causes unique challenges to the data sallocation 

for layered streaming. 
8. Maximizing the throughput and/or Minimizing the packet delay, which is the key optimization objective in 

allocation for nonlayered stream- ing, more technical challenges need to be addressed in the allocation for layered 
streaming. 

9. Even if a layer is completely delivered, some packets in it will become useless if there’re some lower layer packets 
missing. 

10. It brings fluctuation in node’s quality of service (QoS), but also causes its buffer overflow or underflow. Hence, it 
should be pre-vented by the data allocation scheme. 

 
 

III.  ADAPTIVE LAYERED MULTIMEDIA STREAMING 
At the very beginning, first present the core idea of Layered multimedia streaming: to maximize the throughput, the blocks 

far from their playback time need to be fetched as many as possible, in an optimal order based on the importance of data 
block. To ensure high layer delivery ratio and low useless packets ratio, proper layers should be subscribed when the blocks 
are close to their playback time. Besides, sudden bandwidth drop may induce the absence of blocks in subscribed layers; to 
combat this, there should be a remedy mechanism to request the minor missing blocks with most urgent play-back time. In 
short, different allocation goal should be accomplished at different time based on the data blocks’ playback dead line. To 
address such unique requirement in layered streaming, we model the data allocation scheme as a three-stage problem 
according to the data blocks’ playback time, and then, design corresponding strategies for each stage to achieve its planning 
goal. 

To achieve these goals, a three-stage planning approach is used.    
In Three-stage Planning approach Layered multimedia streaming is designed to request data, where the min-cost flow 

model, probability decision mechanism, and multi window remedy mechanism are used in Free Stage, Decision Stage, and 
Remedy Stage, respectively, to collaboratively achieve the above objectives. 

A. Peer Selection 
Layered multimedia streaming inn/w’s are becoming increasingly popular as an alternative communication paradigm 

to traditional client server architecture. In [1] uses simple iterative mechanism to identify a subset of peers that maximize 
overall throughput. The server starts with a selected peer from the list of available peers for transferring video file.Layered 
multimedia streaming among peers or networking is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or work loads 
between peers.  

Peers are equally privileged, equipotent participants in the application. They are said to form a peer-to-peer network 
of nodes. Peer-to-peer is a communications model in which each party has the same capabilities and either party can initiate a 
communication session. Other models with which it might be contrasted include the client/server model and 
the master/slave model.  

In some cases, peer-to-peer communications is implemented by giving each communication node both server and 
client capabilities. In recent usage, peer-to-peer has come to describe applications in which users can use the Internet to 
exchange files with each other directly or through a mediating server. 
It works can be classified in to two categories 

 
1) Overlay construction:- The newly joining node should find and maintain neighbourhood by itself; however, in IP-multicast, 
the structure of the session is maintained by the IP-multicast protocol 
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2) Data allocation:- The data allocation is quite different. In receiver-driven approach in IP-multicast environment, the node 
probes the network condition with the server and accordingly decides subscription layers by joining/leaving the IP-multicast 
group. In contrast, in layered streaming in application layer, the node will probe the network conditions with the neighbours, 
exchange buffer map with each other, make subscription decision, and request the needed data, which is more complex and 
challenging. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Layered Multimedia Streaming among peers. 
B. Four Metrics in layered streaming 

Before presenting the details of Adaptive Layered Streaming ,we’d like to emphasize its design principle: as analyzed in 
Section I. There are four characteristics that should be addressed by data allocationapproach are Throughput, Layer delivery 
ratio,Useless packets ratio, Subscription jitter prevention. 

In a short word, the success of allocation approach for layered streaming system critically depends on how well it 
addresses the issues of throughput, layer delivery ratio, useless packets, and subscription jitter. By now, there have been some 
works that considered a subset of these four issues but none of them could satisfactorily address the four issues 
simultaneously, which is especially challenging. 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Four Metrics used in Three stage model for Layered streaming 

C. Three Stage Planning Approach  
In Three-stage planning approach Layered multimedia streamingis designed to request data, where the min-cost flow 

model, probability decision mechanism, and multi window remedy mechanism are used in Free Stage, Decision Stage, 
andRemedy Stage, respectively, to collaboratively achieve the above objectives. 
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Fig. 3. Three Stage Model. 
 

In the farthest “Free Stage,” the min cost network flow model is employed for dataallocation, to achieve high 
throughput. In the medium “Decision Stage,” we use probability decision mechanism to decide how many layers should be 
subscribed for current window so as to achieve high delivery ratio and low useless packet ratio. Jitter prevention is also taken 
into account when making decision. The “Remedy Stage” contains the blocks that have the most urgent playback time in 
which the multi window remedy mechanism is used to request the minor missing data blocks in the subscribed layers. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. The buffering windows and the 3-stage model. The numbers marked in the figure are the subscribed layers in each window. 
 

In typical Layered multimedia streaming scenario, each node has buffering windows containing the blocks it is 
interested in. And they periodically declare to the neighbors on the blocks availability in their buffering windows, and request 
the absent blocks from neighbors according to their declarations. With layered coding introduced, the video stream is encoded 
into several layers, each of which is then partitioned into blocks. Thus, each block has a layer ID (LID) and a block ID (BID). 
The right bound of the buffering widows is the maximum block ID owned by the node. And the leftmost part contains the 
blocks that have just been played or will be played soon; thus, these blocks are read-only. Periodically, [7] the buffering 
windows slide forward by a window’s length (see Fig. 4). 

Our allocation model mainly concerns with the windows on the right side of the read-only buffer, and According to 
the their playback time, these windows are divided into three stages: the remedy stage, which contains The blocks with 
smallest BIDs, i.e., the most urgent playback time; the free stage, which contains the blocks with the largest BIDs, i.e., the 
latest playback time; and the medium stage is called decision stage. When the blocks enter the buffering windows, they first 
enter the free stage. With the periodical sliding forward of the buffering windows, they will arrive at the decision stage, and 
finally, reach the remedy stage. In each period, the node needs to allocate bandwidth to request the absent data in every stage 
properly, which is addressed in the following sections. 

 
The Remedy Stage 
 

The blocks in the remedy stage have higher priorities than those in the decision and free stage, for they’re the closest 
to the playback time. Therefore, the available bandwidth is first allocated to request the minor absent blocks in this stage. The 
remedy mechanism is simple: suppose the remedy stage is of k-windows length, and the number of missing blocks within the 
subscribed layers in the window that newly enters remedy stage from decision stage is n; 

The n blocks should be delivered from neighbors before this window leaves remedy stage, i.e., within k allocating 
periods’ time, and, on average, just n=k blocks are requested for this window in each period. However, the proper choice of 
k’s value is an interesting and important issue: if it’s too small, it’s likely that there isn’t enough time to request the missing 
blocks, especially if the blocks encountered bandwidth drop when they were in the decision stage; but if it’s too large, the 
node may endure long start-up waiting time, because after the blocks with the earliest playback time leave the decision stage, 
they must stay in the remedy stage for k allocatingperiods’ time before being played. 
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If the bandwidth doesn’t drop after making subscription decision, the subscribed layers in the decision window could 
all be delivered. Now that we’re considering the remedy strategy, worse cases should be assumed. Thus, we suppose that the 
node encounters bandwidth drop after making subscription decision, more specifically, assume that the estimated bandwidth 
is Bh when subscription decision is made, and it drops to Bl soon. And assume that one allocating period’s time is tperi; thus, 
there will be 

(Bh – Bl ) * tperi  data missing in the decision window. 
Therefore, when the window enters the remedy stage, Therefore, when the window enters the remedy stage, 
(Bh – Bl) * tperi 
k 
k data should be requested from neighbors in each allocating period. Besides, (1+℮) Bl  is used to denote the 

bandwidth of the node after it enters the remedy stage 
(here, 0 < e < 1, which is a small number), for the bandwidth may have increased slightly from the lowest level Bl . 

To guarantee the missing blocks to be completed delivered in the remedy stage, it should be satisfied that: 
(1+є)Bl * tperi> (Bh – Bl)* tperi                   (1) 
k 
From which, we can get 
K ≥ Bḣ - Bt (2) 
                          (1+є)Bl 
In the subsequent experiments in Section 5.1.2, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of bandwidth variation, 

i.e., Bh- Bl/ Bl, is measured; thus, k’s value could be calculated according to (2). Note that in case there’s no bandwidth drop, 
we let(Bh-Bl)/Bl = 0. Besides, k’s influence on the system performance is also studied in this experiment. 
 
The Decision Stage 

There’s only one window contained by the decision stage, as Fig. 4 shows. The allocating goal in this stage is to 
determine the most proper number of layers to subscribe for the contained window that entered this stage from free stage, in 
order to achieve high delivery ratio for each layer and low useless packet ratio; meanwhile, it should also try to avoid 
subscription jitter caused by bandwidth variation. The bandwidth that could be utilized by decision stage is the available 
bandwidth except for the part allocated to remedy stage. The working mechanism in this stage is as follows: suppose when 
the window just enters the decision stage, the missing blocks number in layer [7]. 

L(є[1,L]) is mi, 
among which the neighbors can supply sl under the bandwidth constraint. Thus,  
 
ml - sl is the number of blocks that are still unavailable in layer l, and the expected delivery ratio of layer l  
DRi= 1 – ( ml – sl ) / wndblocks, 
wherewndblocksl is the number of all blocks in layer l within one window (e.g., in Fig. 4, the wndblocksl is stipulate 

that the subscription probability of layer l; SP(l) is 
SP(l)   =    1,                      if DRl ≥ ratiostd,          (3) 
DRl/ratiostd,     otherwise 
It should be noted that if layer l is unsubscribed, all the layers higher than it are unsubscribed. Here, ratiostd is a 

constant threshold, to reasonably choose its value is important: on the one hand, if it’s too small, each node is able to 
subscribe many layers; however, there’ll be plenty of missing blocks in these layers and they should be requested in the 
remedy stage, which may be beyond the bandwidth capability; thus, low delivery ratio and high useless packets ratio might be 
induced; on the other hand, if it’s too large, condition (3) is difficult to meet; thus, many layers might be unsubscribed, and 
correspondingly, the throughput of the system will decrease. The impact of ratiostd with differentvalue and the most 
appropriate choice for it will be studied. 

With the subscription jitter prevention taken into account, Jitter-Prevent-Factor (or JPF) for each layer l is defined as 
follows: 

JPFl = exp (( HLlast – l )/ K.L )          (4) 
Here, HLlast is the highest subscribed layer in the last blocks window, L is the total number of video layers, and K is 

a coefficient which is set to 2 in the experiments. We further define the improved expected layer delivery ratio IDRl as 
IDRl = DRl * JPFl, 
and recalculate the SP(l)  with IDRl . It can be seen that if l is close to the bottom layers, JPFlisvery large; hence, the 

probability of subscribing layer l is high; in contrast, if  
 l>>HLlast, JPFl, 
as well as IDRl is very small; thus, the probability of subscribing layer l is low. After the subscription layers are 

determined, only the absent blocks within the subscribed layers will be requested. As we presented before, if these blocks 
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can’t all be received in the current allocating period, the minor missing ones will be re requested from neighbors after they 
enter the remedy stage. 

 
The Free Stage 

The main objective of this stage is to freely request the blocks that haven’t entered decision stage, with the important 
blocks delivered in high priorities, in order to achieve high throughput. The bandwidth that can be utilized by this stage is the 
remaining part after being allocated to remedy and decision stages. By now, there have already been some works addressing 
data request based on the significance of blocks, such as time importance based, quantity importance based, and so on. In [2] 
proposed optimal allocation approach for non layered streaming, where the Min-Cost Flow Problem (MCFP) is employed to 
get the optimal solution. In this project, use of the outcome of [2] and some improvements: 

The method is modified to suit the allocating of layered streaming, with the priorities of layers taken into account; 
 Assume that the subscribed highest layer in the current decision stage is HL, then the requests for absent blocks in 

free stage are limited within layers not higher than HL, rather than for all layers, so as to tackle possible bandwidth drop that 
might occur late when the leftmost window in free stage enters decision stage. This limitation will not constrain the highest 
subscription layer for the windows in free stage, because after these windows enter decision stage, how much layers to 
subscribe will be determined for them, according to the bandwidth and what the neighbors can provide at that time. 

The method is mainly used in free stage to achieve high throughput. Although we also use it to request the absent 
data within subscribed layers for decision and remedy stage, the major concern there is the layer delivery ratio, useless 
packets ratio and jitter prevention. Thus, we call the MCFP method that treats the buffering windows as a whole in [2] Max ∑   
∑     IFi(k) hj(k) X i,j(k) 

kєMi(s)jєNei(i) 
s.t 
(a) ∑   Xi,j(k)≤1 , Ai,k, 
jєNei(i) 
(b) ∑   sizek * Xi,k(k) ≤ tperi * Bwj,I,       Ai,j                (5) 
kєMi(s) 
(c) ∑   ∑     sizek * Xi,k(k) ≤ tperi * Ii ,   Ai 
kєMi(s)jєNei(i) 
 
Without loss of generality, take node i into consideration, and similarly to [2], some predefinitions are first given in 

Table 1. Then, the requests allocation problem for each stage in node i could be expressed by the optimal problem below: 
The above problem can be translated into a min-cost flow problem, and the “CS2” library can be employed to solve 

it in polynomial time. According to the solution to the problem, node i could optimally assign the request for missing blocks 
to neighbors. In the implementation, the bandwidth Bwji is measured by TFRC  and for the Importance Function, the 
definition is as follows: 

IFi(k) = 
αIFn (∑ hj(k)) + β IFl(Lk) + ¥ IFt(BIDk – BIDlb)      (6) 
jєNei(i) 
 
Where .α+β+¥ = 1 and α+β+¥ ≥ 0 
 IFN denotes the “Number Importance,” which is in negative correlation with the number of neighbors that hold 

block k; IFL addresses the “Layer Importance,” which is in negative correlation with the layer of block k; and IFT presents 
the “Time Importance,” which is in negative correlation with k’s playback time. Their definitions in free stage are 

 
IFn  = 2^ max (0,10 - ∑ jєNei(i) hj(k) ), 
IFl  = 2^ max (0,10 – Lk),                                                  (7) 
IFt  = 2^max (0,10 –((BIDk – BIDlb)/wnd_blksLk)) 
 
. In current implementation, the values of α,β,¥ are set to 0.2, 0.6, and 0.2, respectively. Due to the dependence of 

higher layers on lower layers in layered streaming, the “Layer Importance” plays the most significant role; thus, β is set to the 
largest. Besides, we think that the number of neighbors that hold the needed blocks and the playback time of these blocks are 
equally important; thus, β, and ¥ have the same value. To this end, all the stages have finished their allocatingand the node 
has determined which neighbor is allocated with which requests in the current allocating period, then the node sends these 
requests to them. 
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TABLE I 

DEFINITIONS USED IN THE DATA REQUEST ALLOCATION MODEL 
Definition Explanation  

 

MI(S) node i’s subscription scope, that is, the missed blocks 
  in layers less equal to HL in free stage  

 
 

N ei(i) Neighbors of node i  
 

LIDK the layer block k is in 
 

BIDK block ID of block k  
 

BIDLB block ID of the left-most block in the buffering win- 
 

 dows   
 

SizeK size of block k  
 li the incoming bandwidth capacity of node i 
 Bw

I,J the end-to-end bandwidth from node j to i, minus the 
 

 part allocated to the remedy and decision stage 
 tperi one window’s time  
 

Hj(k)є{0,1} 
“Hj(k)=1 “ denotes node j holds block k; “hj(k)=0” 
otherwise 

 

   
 

Xi,j(k)є{0,1} 
“Xi,j(k)=1” denotes node I requests block k from node j; 
“Xi,j(k)=0” otherwise 

 

   
 

 i,j    

IF 
k Differentblockhasdifferent significance, so Importance 

Function IFkof block k for node i is used to i 
denote this 

 

i  

  

  

 
 

 
 

D. ADAPATIVE LAYERED MULTIMEDIA STREAMING : MAKING MORE REASONABLE SUBSCRIPTION UNDER 
SHARP BANDWIDTH VARIATION 

 
Bandwidth variation is very common in today’s Internet, sometimes, even very significantly in short time, which, in 

turn, brings great challenge to making appropriate subscription in layered allocation. In this section, first, we analyze the 
influence of sharp bandwidth variation on the layered streaming in the networks, then its enhanced version is proposed by 
improving the strategy in decision stage, which could further reduce the useless packets ratio and subscription jitter ratio even 
in severe condition. 

 The basic strategy adopted by decision stage, where adding or dropping layers is determined according to DRl . In 
fact, the data blocks that contribute to DRl comprises two parts: the blocks that already owned when the window just enters 
the decision stage from free stage, i.e., wndblocksl -ml , and the blocks that the neighbors can supply now under bandwidth 
constraint, i.e., sl . According to the strategy, if DRl<ratiostd, the layer would be dropped by probability. When the 
bandwidth encounters a sudden decrease from a relatively high level after the window enters decision stage, it will suffer 
from high useless packets ratio: the blocks that already buffered will not be used to reconstruct the video and become useless. 
The more the data are buffered, the higher the useless packets ratio will be. Besides, later, when the bandwidth increases, it 
will re subscribe the dropped layers, causing subscription jitter. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the peer has buffered 50 percent of the 
data in layer l, but due to the sudden bandwidth decrease, the neighbors can only supply one packet in this layer when the 
window enters decision stage, which makes DRl unable to reach ratiostd.decrease to its original’s 1/4 even lower with 
frequency 10.2 percent. So, it’s worth improving the strategy in decision stage to further reduce the useless packets ratio and 
prevent subscription jitter. 

The improved allocatingstrategy in decision stage works as follows: 
1. Define DR0 = 1- (ml/wndblocksl) which is the delivery ratio of layer l when the window just enters decision stage. 
2. Split ratiostd into two parameters: ratiolow, which is smaller than ratiostd, and ratiohigh, which is larger than 

ratiostd. 
3. The subscription probability of layer l is redefined as follows: 
SP(l)   =    1,                        if DR0 ≥ ratiolow or  DRi ≥ ratiohigh        (8) 
DRl/ratiohigh,     otherwise 
4. When subscription jitter prevention is taken into account, SP(l) will be similarly redefined as 
SP(l)   =    1,                         if DR0 ≥ ratiolow or  DRi ≥ ratiohigh      (9) 
IDRl/ratiohigh,     otherwise 
Here, IDRl = DRl * JPFl, 
The reason that the enhanced method can perform better is as follows: before and after a window enters decision 

stage, the bandwidth can varies in the following four typical ways  
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1. The bandwidth keeps low so that DR0<ratiolow and DRl<ratiohigh, and this layer should be dropped by 
probability, which is similar to the basic strategy. 

2. The bandwidth keeps high; thus, DR0l and DRl can reach ratiolow and ratiohigh, respectively, and this layer 
should be subscribed. 

3. The bandwidth is low before the window enters decision stage but increases after that, and DRl reaches ratiohigh 
so that this layer is also subscribed. Note that to prevent over reaction to bandwidth increase, DRl is refined by IDRl . 

4. Initially, the bandwidth is high and decreases after the window enters decision stage, which causes DR0 ≥ 
ratiolow and DRl<ratiohigh. 

In the basic strategy, this layer will be dropped by probability. However, according to previous analysis, if the buffer 
is filled to a high level and the bandwidth only drops for a short time, there’s high probability to deliver the whole layer 
during decision and remedy stage. Thus, in my improved strategy, if DR0 ≥ ratiolow  layer l is subscribed. 
Note that the proper values of ratiolow and ratiohigh are important. Based on extensive simulations, they’re set to 0.5 and 0.8 
in our implementation. 

 
E. Throughput Identification 

First, throughput, which reflects the power of the allocation method to transmit data in unit time. And its still an important 
metric to evaluate the allocation method. Therefore, maximizing the overlay throughput is still the basic requirement for 
layered streaming system. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. High Throughput 
 
High delivery ratio:- 
Second, to ensure high delivery ratio for subscribed layers becomes a key point. In non layered streaming, here’s almost not 
any difference between high delivery ratio and high throughput, for there’s only one layer. However, it’s not the case in 
layered streaming. For instance, under certain bandwidth, the following two methods can result in the same throughput: one is 
to subscribe many layers but with low delivery ratio for each layer, and the other is to subscribe proper layers but the data in 
each layer are nearly completely delivered. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. High Delivery Ratio 
 

 Throughput, which reflects the power of the allocation method to transmit data in unit time. 
Monitor your usage in simple bandwidth graphs. 

 Use LAN monitoring which measures the traffic flow on our entire network.  Again, only the traffic to and from 
your IP address is counted towards your bandwidth allocation. Nothing else. 

 Streaming multimedia works a bit differently — the end user can start watching the file almost as soon as it begins 
downloading. 

 No Buffering delay while watching the video. Adaptive Video Quality can be achieved in this three stage approach. 
 In effect, the file is sent to the user in a (more or less) constant stream, and the user watches it as it arrives. 
 The obvious advantage with this method is that no waiting is involved. 
 Streaming multimedia has additional advantages such as being able to broadcast live events (sometimes referred to 

as a webcast or netcast). 
 High layer delivery ratio, low useless packets ratio, and  proper layers should be subscribed are ensured when the 
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blocks are close to their playback time. 
 According to the distinct characteristics caused by layered coding, the four objectives are achieved by data allocation 

in layered streaming. 
 To achieve these goals, a three-stage planning approach is given in this project, with min-cost network flow model, 

probability decision mechanism, and multi window remedy mechanism integrated within it. Its effectiveness and 
efficiency have been demonstrated by analysis and extensive experiments. 

 The proposed method can be used for adaptive live teaching broadcast in distant education, which is expected to be 
the first practical layered streaming system for education in peer-to-peer networks. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
To investigate the effectiveness of the enhanced layered multimedia streaming in networks , Measure its 

performance and compare with the basic version in two experiments. The configuration of the first experiment is the same 
with the networks are with time-varying available end-to-end bandwidth; and the configuration of the second experiment is 
the same with the networks are with heterogeneous access bandwidth. The two parameters ratiolow and ratiohigh are set to 
0.5 and 0.8 in the enhanced approach. Still, the proposed four allocating objectives are measured for both methods. 

Use the trace files from a well-known peers live video and VoD service provider to test the performances of the 
allocation approaches. 

The trace files recorded the users’ access behaviors and their distribution among Internet Service Provider (ISP).  
Take the trace file of someday as the input of the experiment. Considering that there’re hundreds of thousands of user 
accesses during that day, we map the online users number to the participating nodes number in the experiment. 

More specifically, first, assume that the average online users number of the whole day is nt, the average online users 
number within each hour of that day is nti, and the average participating nodes number in the experiment is ns, which is set to 
500, then we divide the simulation time into 24 parts, and the nodes number in each part, say nsi , is determined as follows: 
nsi=nti * ns/nt 

Finally, the nodes differentiation between two adjacent parts is achieved by Poisson arrival or leaves. As to the 
nodes distribution on bandwidths, since the traces from UUSee just concern about the nodes distribution on ISP and district, 
we utilize the outcome of related work which discrete the distribution function of the Gnutella nodes’ bandwidths (see Table 
2). An interesting and exciting phenomenon is that among all the UUSee users, more than 80 percent are from two main 
ISPs—China TeleCom and CNC, which access the Internet mainly by DSL or Cable, so they can be mapped to the users in 
the first three rows of Table 2; and less than 20 percent are from China Education and Research Networks (Cernet) and other 
ISPs, where Ethernet users take the most part, so they can be mapped to the users in the last row. Therefore, in a macro 
viewpoint, the distributions of user bandwidths got from UUSee are matched. With the above configuration, the access 
bandwidths and the users’ arrival/leave pattern are quite different from previous simulations; while other configurations are 
kept unchanged.  

 
TABLE II 

The Average Performance Achieved By Different Methods 
 

 Throughput 
(kbps) 

Layer 
Delivery 
Ratio 

Useless 
Packet 
Ratio 

Subscription 
Jitter Ratio 

Our 
method 

437.5 75.89% 2.41% 0.6999% 

[1] 365.2 71.15% 6.56% 1.574% 

[3] 484.9 52.58% 18.26% - 

[4] 381.6 61.20% 3.28% - 

 
To investigate whether the proposed Adaptive Layered multimedia streaming (enhanced version) could still achieve 

the expected performance. Table 2 shows the result. Similar to previous simulations, Layered multimedia streaming method 
performs the best in layer delivery ratio, useless packets prevention, and subscription jitter prevention, and achieves the 
second highest through- put with just 47.4 Kbps (or 9.8 percent) lower than the first one. In short, in the experiment with the 
real-world trace files .The proposed Layered multimedia streaming still achieves very satisfactory performance in the four 
allocationgoals. 

 In short, in the paper with the real-world trace files .The proposed Layered multimedia streaming still achieves very 
satisfactory performance in the four allocation goals. 
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Screenshots: 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Searching for ip address & sending video 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Uploading and sending video to another peer 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Receiving video layered streaming with low bit rate 
 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, Adaptive Layered multimedia streaming to investigate the data allocationproblem for layered video 

streaming in networks is proposed. The contributions of this project are:  
 
1) According to the distinct characteristics caused by layered coding, Layered multimedia streaming is used to 

propose the four objectives that should be achieved by data allocation for layered streaming.  
2) To achieve these goals, a three-stage planning approach is given in this project, with min-cost network flow 

model, probability decision mechanism, and multi window remedy mechanism integrated within it. Its effectiveness and 
efficiency have been demonstrated by analysis and extensive experiments.  

3) The proposed method has been implemented in the PDEPS project for adaptive live teaching broadcast in distant 
education, which is expected to be the first practical layered streaming system for education in peer-to-peer networks.  
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Future Enhancements 
The work can be extended in to two aspects:  
 
1) Based on the trace files being collected in the PDEPS project, Make some analysis so as to further improve the 

allocating performance. Especially, how to optimally tune the system parameters such as k, ratio std, ratio low, and 
ratio high will be carefully studied. For instance, ratio low and ratio high could be set to larger values in higher 
layers un availability of these blocks might influence the data request of the down flow peers. Its even worse is the 
cumulativeness of the absent blocks from up flows to down flows in the overlay. Hence, we plan to systematically 
study such phenomenon and propose effective method to address it. 

2) In layered streaming, it’s almost impossible to deliver all blocks in all the layers for every node; thus, the 
unavailability of these blocks might influence the data request of the down flow peers. Its even worse is the 
cumulativeness of the absent blocks from up flows to down flows in the overlay. Hence, we plan to systematically 
study such phenomenon and propose effective method to address it. 
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